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THERAPIST REQUEST

I want to do hypnosis on my nephew James, he is nearly 
8. His mum and he have agreed and she will be present 
at all times so that I’m fully compliant with the Children 
First Law.

I want to help him feel a bit calmer in situations, mainly 
at school but not always and in situations that don't go 
his way.

He has had numerous moments at school where he 
gets very upset, shouts or curses in an automatic 
response to events not going his way.

He doesn’t continue shouting or cursing but it just 
happens instantly. Examples include:

• One of his toys getting stuck on the roof and not 
getting it back.

• His friends not wanting to play the game he wants to 
play.

• Losing a game or race as he is very competitive.
• He also tends to catastrophise situations.

I wanted to do hypnosis so he remains calmer in these 
moments. He knows instantly that he responded 
dramatically but his impulse is very quick.
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1. Think of a situation
2. Look at alternative ways of thinking, acting and responding emotionally
3. Figure out what would the benefits be of thinking, acting and feeling that 

way
4. Think of other situations – role play responses
5. Anchor those responses
6. Eyes closed – summarise associated post hypnotic suggestions 

and strengthen anchor
7. Eyes open – test the therapy



STEP BY STEP PROCESS TO HELP REFRAME RESPONSES 

How would he prefer to react?
No doubt he will struggle to answer that question because he only 
knows one way to respond and react. So you want to give him the time 
and space to figure out new ways of reacting.
Every response or reaction is comprised of elements.
•

Our thoughts they also become what we say.
• Our behaviours or our actions become the things we do.
• Our feelings become our reactions.

So the first part of hypnotherapy will be some mind coaching to help him 
to develop some alternatives or new choices.
So ask him to pick a specific event that happened recently.
Ask him to think about how some other people would react in that 
instance. You might suggest that he picks his favourite footballer, super 
hero, best friend.

He needs to be given the time to think about it so he can describe to you 
how they would respond.
•

You’ll want to ask him how would that person think?
• What would they do?
• How would they feel differently from the way he feels?
• The next thing you’ll want to ask him is how would that be better?

There must be benefits to making changes in our thoughts, feelings and 
our behaviours if changes are to become permanent.

I recommend you do this for multiple situations and allow him to choose the 
person he thinks would respond best.

Then role play situations with him while he develops the verbal and physical 
skills required to think, act and respond emotionally.

This should be a ton of fun. Really role play it out. Put a toy up on the curtain 
rail where he can’t reach it. Let him try on new responses like a new set of 
clothes until he finds the one that’s right for him.

When he is able to get into the role, create an anchor.
Simply tell him every time you want to think, act and feel like this all you have 
to do is to make a small circle and take a deep breath and you’ll feel calm and 
confident.

Tell him to do it now so that taking a deep breath to feel calm and confident 
becomes glued to his mind.
Then do eyes closed work (that’s what we call hypnosis for children).
Tell him to go the future he can travel there however he wants - time 
machine, rocket or just visit it in his mind.
Suggest he sees something that tends to upset him happening and that 
instantly and automatically he is able to respond in a calm, and confident 
way.

Suggest he experiences the benefits right now.
Eyes open and test.

Do something that in the past would have triggered him feeling upset.
If more work needs to be done, praise his progress.  Then at a later date,  
repeat the process.


